LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE TO THE PhD-STUDIES
The PhD committee at the -navn- has dealt with your application dated -dato-. You are accepted as a PhD-student at the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. Duration of the PhD programme is 3 years.

Working title: “”.
Supervision committee: -navn- (principal supervisor) and -navn- (co-supervisor).

Your plan for the individual study consists of:

**Part 1:**
(fagkode) (tittel) (antall stp/evalueringsform) (år/semester)

**Part 2:**
(type aktivitet) (antall stp/evalueringsform) (år/semester)

In addition you must give a trial lecture over a given topic after your thesis is handed in.
Please note that as a PhD student you must register yourself as a student.
You also need to fill in the form “Agreement relating to inclusion in the organised training of researchers”. You can find the agreement on http://www.uib.no/info/forskning/forskutd.html
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